International Conference
POLYCENTRIC CITY REGIONS IN TRANSFORMATION - The Agglomeration Ruhr in international Perspective

Site Plan

Forum 1: Structural Change & Transformation
Forum 3: Planning Cultures
Forum 4: Industrial Landscape & Identity
Forum 5: Productive Landscapes
Forum 6: Economic & Social Perspectives
Forum 7: Energy, Mobility & Sustainable Development
Forum 8: Urban Redevelopment Beyond Big Plans

Areal A [Schacht XII], Kohlenwäsche [A14] Rundeindicker
- Evening Session

Fritz-Schupp-Allee (Bus Stop)
- Meeting Point: Excursion 2 & 3

Areal A [Schacht XII], Halle 12 [A12] (Main Hall)
- Morning Sessions, Summaries, Closing, Registration, Information, Cloakroom
- Forum 2: Two-Scale Urbanism
- Forum 6: Economic & Social Perspectives

RUHR. VISITOR CENTER
- Meeting Point: Excursion 1

Areal A [Schacht XII], Halle 2 [A2]
- Tram 107
- Stop: Zollverein (from/to Essen main station)

Areal A [Schacht XII], Kohlenwäsche [A14] Erich-Brost-Pavillon

Areal A [Schacht XII], Kokskohlenbunker [A16]

Areal A [Schacht XII], Kohlenwäsche [A14] Rundeindicker

Meeting Point: Excursion 1

Gelsenkirchener Straße

Pedestrian Entrance